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I 'm a socia l  media manager,  female business owner,  entrepreneur,  & world traveler .
 

We al l  know how important socia l  media marketing is  & now more than ever ,  how
important i t  is  for  your business to have an onl ine presence.  

 
That sounds l ike a lot  of  t ime & energy,  r ight? That 's  where I  come in.  

 
I  work with business owners to def ine their  business 's  onl ine narrat ive through

strategic digita l  marketing and creat ive graphic designs to bui ld their  brands,  grow
their  fol lowings,  & increase prof its .  

 
Not only do I  take the pressure of  digita l  marketing off  of  busy business owner 's

plates,  I  a lso:  engage authentical ly  with their  target audience,  write copy that
converts & grabs the audience's  attention so they l isten & trust  YOU, run visual ly

appeal ing & sale generat ing ads,  bui ld memorable brands & much more!
 

I  put together EVERYTHING I  know about growing your brand on Instagram in this
short  e-book.  Al l  you need to do is  read it ,  make a plan,  & implement!

 
I f  you have any quest ions after  reading this  info,  don't  be afraid to shoot me an

emai l !  I 'd  love to connect & answer any quest ions you may have to grow your
business!  

 
"Sel l  a  good night 's  s leep,  not a  mattress"

 
Happy Marketing,  

 
 
 
 
 

Madeleine Hein 
Owner + Creat ive Director of  Juniper Abbey Marketing + Design Studio

 
NICE TO MEET YOU, I 'M MADDY!

Madeleine Hein
M A D D Y H E I N # J U N I P E R A B B E Y . C O M
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88% of Instagram users are outside the U.S. 

71% of Instagram users around the world are under the age of 35 

72% of U.S. teens use Instagram 

95% of U.S. Instagrammers use Youtube and 91% use Facebook 

Only 28% of online adults in the U.S. use Instagram

71% of U.S. businesses use Instagram 

over 200 million users visit at least one business profile every day

60% of users discover products on Instagram & 75% of users take action

First things first, 

is Instagram even the right platform for your business?
With over 1 billion monthly active users & more than 500 million of them using the

platform every day, Instagram should be the right fit for every business? 

Right?
Probably, but if your target audience isn't using Instagram, you're wasting your time &

energy that could be targeted towards another platform or method of marketing. 

Instagram was created to share photos & videos making it undoubtedly the most visual

social media platform, pushing business owners to have a strong brand, clear voice,

relatable message or story, & consistently be attention grabbing with every post. 

 

Here are some quick facts to consider:
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that's a lot of global reach for
products & services

this just shows how important telling a consistent brand story across all platforms & mediums is for your business
does your target audience
fall into that category?

over a third of users have used their mobile to purchase a product
online– making them 70% more likely to do so than non-users.

https://www.juniperabbey.com/book-online
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yes ,  there's more 
but in p icture form
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Before you even consider marketing, 
be confident & sure of your business model,
your mission or the story you want to tell, &

the product or service you are selling.
 

Here are some questions to ask yourself to
better define your business's brand:

 
1.Why do people need your product or
service? What sets your business apart from
your competition?  Is it your level of service?
Your mission? Your story? 
 
2.What's your brand's 'why?'
 
3.How do you want people to feel when they
see your brand or product online?

 

Your mission statement & story is the backbone of your marketing.
 

Vital to telling your brand's story coherently & defining your audience
 

This is important to building your brand visually & how to approach
 your copywriting. Brand colors, photo editing, fonts, & design all play 
a role in evoking a "feeling". Because, psychology. 

 

Now that you have established the
backbone of your brand, 

it's time to consider who is buying
your product or service.

Why? Because you don't want to be spending your time,
energy, & most importantly, money on marketing on the

wrong platform. 
 

It's as simple as this: 
if your audience 

(the people who will buy your product or service)
 is not on Instagram, don't focus all

of your marketing efforts on
Instagram. 

My best tip may be common sense,
but when considering marketing,

think like your audience. 
What is convincing & eye catching

to them? 
Where are they spending their

time? 

https://www.juniperabbey.com/book-online
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Define your audience.
Take a good look at the statistics... 

Is your target audience on Instagram? 
& Do you have a clear & definitive brand that can be translated well visually? 

yes! no...

Establish your business's visual brand for Instagram

Learn how to write captions that tell your brand's story

effectively & how to add value to your audience's lives

Define your marketing goals & build a strategy to

achieve them

How to work with the ever-changing Instagram

algorithm

Tips on how to grow your following & create a loyal

audience that engages.

How to use Instagram Stories to stay top of mind with

your followers

A plethora of resources to use to design, schedule,       

 & engage 

Awesome! 
Congrats, we can get started making a marketing

strategy for Instagram. 

Continue reading where there will be a gold mine

of information to:

& I'm sure there will be more... 

 

Fair warning, this will take some time- 

probably a few hours. 

So, grab a coffee, get out some paper, get ready to

be creative & authentic & let's do this.  

Facebook

Twitter

LinkedIn

YouTube

SnapChat

Pinterest

Let's find out where to target your

marketing efforts then... 
If you're having trouble defining your brand,

consider outsourcing to a brand strategist or a

brand designer.  
(hint, Juniper Abbey Marketing + Design)

Other social media platforms to consider for

your digital marketing: 

 

All used by different audiences, for different
purposes, & have different conversion

outcomes...
Shoot me an email if you'd like to book a

consultation call if you believe one of these

platforms is a better fit for your business. 

I'd be happy to draft a social media plan for you

for one or multiple platforms. 

M A D D Y M H E I N @ G M A I L . C O M

still the largest social media platform
despite the multiple trips to capitol hill...

is business to business marketing right for you?

wanting to drive traffic to your website?

Already have an established brand? Skip to page 9 

https://www.juniperabbey.com/book-online
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First things first, put yourself into your potential follower's shoes...
Ask yourself:

"What makes me follow some of my favorite business accounts?" 
Is it because you learn something from their captions? Do they go live on their

Instagram every week and do a FAQ/O&A session? Do you resonate with their life
story or journey? Do they just have bomb photos? 

 
Think about what attracts you to your favorite accounts and write them down! 

If you like how visually cohesive everything is on someone's account > Pick a color
scheme to stick to with your photos (mostly whites, neutrals, dark colors) or use an

editing app (like VSCO or Instagram itself) to apply the same filter to each of the photos
you post. 

You like long, valuable captions? > Sit down and pick a topic to elaborate on each week.  
Not every caption needs to be a novel, but look at your analytics and see what day has

the most engagement for your account and post a long caption then! A long caption
each day will lead to your followers never actually reading the information. Also

remember that Instagram will cut off your caption so utilize the first line as a title or
attention grabber! 

 

This first tip is common sense once you think about it, but a lot of
marketing is putting yourself in your ideal customer's shoes and

creating a marketing plan tailored to them. 
 

You can concur the Instagram Algorithm, but if your photos are not visually appealing
and your captions don't captivate and convert your ideal clients, you'll never gain the

followers you want. 
 

Start with your content! 
Good content= loyal, engaging followers

 
 
 

let's grow!

tip 1:

https://www.canva.com/learn/canva-for-work-brand-fonts/
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I'm going to hit you with another common sense tip...

What were social media platforms made for?
I can tell you the WRONG answer: Selling things

Social media platforms were made to keep people in touch and be SOCIAL.
 

                                      
                              Authentically engage with your current followers, in the hashtags
you use most often, network with people in your business, comment, like, reply to

stories, send DM's, and respond to other's engagement stickers on their stories.
 
 

Outside of the Instagram Algorithm LOVING real engagement and using the platform as
it was designed to be used, most people will reciprocate comments, likes, follows, and

all other kinds of engagement. 
 

As for the Algorithm, Direct Messages, Post Shares, and Post Saves are the strongest
engagement pieces. Include a call to action to "Save" your post when giving awesome
advice or sharing some knowledge. Send DM's or reply to stories via DM (also a great
way to network!) and lastly, talk with other colleges and agree to "Save" each other's

posts or "share" each other's posts to your stories.

Bottom Line: 
Instagram loves accounts that uses the platform the way it was intended to

be used. Be social on social media! 
 
 
 

Don't Post then Ghost: Engage with your audience and in your hashtags by
liking and commenting 15-30 minutes before posting and after posting.

 

engagement

tip 2:

bonus tip!

https://www.canva.com/learn/canva-for-work-brand-fonts/
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Hashtags are the classic way to grow your account, 
but do you even know why you use them? 

 
 

Hashtags are searchable, making your content discoverable 

Instagram is a search engine
Hashtags for posts & stories, your name, your Instagram handle, & your bio are

searchable on Instagram! 
You're allowed 30 hashtags per post & 10 per story...but only use ones that are

absolutely necessary, having 30 hashtags on every post may look like spam & is less
visually appealing to a potential follower.

 
The Explore Tab + Hashtags

The Explore Tab on Instagram is the creepy AI we are all afraid of; it suggests photos &
accounts that you may like based on what photos you like & comment on, what

accounts you look at, & what hashtags you use & interact with. 
If you're a real estate agent, there should be no surprise when you look at your explore

tab & see houses, your city, & other agents. 
Using & interacting with the hashtags & other similar accounts to you will only

increase your chance of showing up in new, potential follower's 
Explore Tabs!

 
Keep up with what's trending and keep up with your competition! 

Need to stay on top of what's going on in your industry? What's working for others? Want to
network with other's in your niche?

Scrolling through the popular posts in hashtags that relate to your industry can give you
a good idea about what's trending, what kind of content is popular with your audience,

& allows you to follow & interact with others in your industry 
 

hashtag pound sign

the big reason:

there's more...

https://www.canva.com/learn/canva-for-work-brand-fonts/
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"Okay, so how do I do it?"
Listen, coming up with a hashtag strategy could be it's own E-Book...but let's
start with the basics:
Some hashtags have millions of photos tagged and some have less than 100...when
using big hashtags, you may get a few extra likes from the "Recent" tab, but unless you
have millions of likes and end up on the "Popular" tab, don't expect much more than a
few likes! 
That's where smaller hashtags come in! 
Your content has a better chance of being seen in smaller hashtags by more genuine
accounts, leading to followers and more interaction.
 
 
                   A simple explanation of a hashtag strategy is to find:
5 BIG hashtags like #Food #RealEstate #NewYork- ones that have millions of posts
10 Medium hashtags, these should be more specific to your industry, try including your
city & more specific key words. 
10 Small Hashtags, these have a few thousand to a few hundred posts in them and can
even include a personalized hashtag or your business's slogan.

#continued

Utilize personalized hashtags for user-generated content 
Almost every brand has a personalized hashtag & with that, many encourage customers
to use that hashtag in posts to be featured on the brand's account. Not only is this free
promo for the brand, but free content as well!

attention brands

tip 3:

use brand hashtags & tag the
brand accounts in stories and posts!

Lastly, If you're
wearing/using a product or
brand in your story or post...

https://www.canva.com/learn/canva-for-work-brand-fonts/
https://www.canva.com/learn/canva-for-work-brand-fonts/
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Plan ahead with pictures and written captions
Decide how many times you'd like to post a week- what's manageable for you and
your schedule? 
Outsource if you need to!

Back to this Algorithm... 
the proof is in the stats, without account engagement and post likes, your account will
fall to the wayside...and when you decide to post again, the chance of it showing up on

people's timelines is slim. 

 
Aside from this Algorithm... 

Audience's love consistent content and content they find valuable.  They follow you for
a reason, so share some knowledge and some insight into you and your business. 

 
 

consistency is

Ever see people posting their new posts on their stories? 
Because of the algorithm I keep talking about, if your posts have low

engagement, chances are they won't show up in your follower's feed. 
But your stories will always show up- and show up in the first line if the user

frequently watches your stories. 
The minimum times you should be on your stories is 3 times a day-

morning, noon, and evening. This keeps your account top of mind, active,
and gives you a bunch of opportunity for engagement. 

don't ignore your instagram stories

tip 4:

https://www.canva.com/learn/canva-for-work-brand-fonts/
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INSTAGRAM:

Didn't see this one coming? 
Yes! You can leverage Facebook for your Instagram growth!

Here's how: Join different Facebook groups in your business niche. 
Search Facebook for groups for Creatives, Mompreneurs, Travel Bloggers

- anything! 
Facebook Groups are a great place to network, bounce ideas off each other, learn, and

grow your engagement on Instagram. 

facebook

P A G E  1 0

tip 5:

THE BOTTOM LINE:
A lot goes into your Instagram and your account growth. 

Having a lot of followers is nice, but having followers that engage with your account is even

better because it sets you up for organic growth with even more followers that will engage with

you.

Growth doesn't happen overnight!

All of these tips will take time and effort. Don't expect 10K overnight, but your efforts will pay

off- this is the price to pay for true, organic growth!

Nice to meet you, I'm Maddy
I'm a social media manager, female business owner, entrepreneur, and traveler.

I work with business owners to define their business's online narrative through strategic digital marketing

and creative graphic designs. 

Not only do I take the pressure of digital marketing off of busy business owner's plates, I also: engage

authentically with their target audience, write copy that converts and grabs the audience's attention so

they listen and trust YOU, run visually appealing and sale generating ads, build memorable brands & much

more!

I'd love to connect and see what I can do for you and your business! 

https://www.canva.com/learn/canva-for-work-brand-fonts/

